NAZIM (biography)
Nazim, is a contemporary fine artist born in London in 1963. Growing up in this “Dynamic Global Capital”, as
Nazim describes it, had a powerful influence on him as a child that still continues to strongly influence his creative
spirit and work today. His earliest trainings in art began in 1981-1982, completing a course in Art and Design at
Middlesex Polytechnic. In 1983 Nazim decided to further pursue his calling at the Winchester School of Art. Here
he studied the traditions, the work and the technique of some of the old European masters like Michelangelo and
French sculptor, Rodin. He completed his studies in 1986 earning his Bachelor’s of Art degree with distinction from
the institution. London’s diverse cultural tapestry combined with its threads of global consciousness is the perfect
quilt for this complex artist.
Like many classic masters, the human form is pillar in Nazim’s artistic vision. Knowing that the human form is a
universal symbol, he uses it to connect with his audience and personally draw them into his work intellectually and
emotionally. In his more edgy work, he manages to boldly express the beauty and power of the human form while
manipulating its natural shape and distorting its natural proportions. Not always easy to do successfully. By
expressively articulating the body’s dramatic energy through poetic motion, the viewer’s imagination is released and
the mind freed to make personal interpretations of the
strong images before them.
His depiction of animals themed around Power Animal symbolism, has 'shamanic' totems associated with certain
animals that reflect a 'psycho-spiritual, metaphysical dimension within the syntax of cross-cultural symbols and
collective unconsciousness.
In Nazim's original paintings, there is a natural, non-toxic, environmentally
friendly, GREEN compound of minerals that produces a continuous flow of
healthy air anions or negatively charged ions. Anions will clean the air of
mold, pollen, fungi, bacteria, odors, etc. Anions will also help improve your
concentration and awareness plus create a feeling of well being. It is like
stepping outside after a thunderstorm when the air is so clean and fresh.
This is what Nazim's glazing on the painting will do in a room.The viewer
is transformed by these Energized Artworks.
He is also producer of the award wining film documentary ‘FEMME - Women Healing The World’ which also
features his art.
Nazim Artist is married to actress/writer Celeste Yarnall, and they currently reside in Los Angeles, California.
www.NazimArtist.com

